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Abstract This paper compares clustering methods on simulated data sets with
different characteristics, such as degree of variance, whether there are overlaps between
segments, the nature of the true clusters, and the absence/presence of categorical
variables. Specifically, we compare K-means with latent class and ensemble analysis.
Our findings show that latent class analysis performs best in most cases, both in its
ability to recover the true cluster members and in its ability to identify the correct number
of clusters. Ensemble methods perform second best. K-means performs reasonably well
with continuous variables. We also tested the core member approach that can be applied
on top of any clustering method. We found that it improved the identification of the correct
cluster members.
KEYWORDS: market segmentation, cluster analysis, ensemble analysis, latent class
analysis, simulation
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INTRODUCTION
Market segmentation is an essential and
popular marketing tool that can offer
firms insights for growth (ie new product
ideas) and efficiency (ie better marketing
communication, better focus on the right
audience). The risk that a segmentation
project may fail is high, though. A Harvard
Business paper1 claimed that in the USA,
85 per cent of 30,000 new product launches
failed because of poor market segmentation.
Both business and analytical considerations
play a big role throughout the segmentation
development process. Analytics is important,
because it is needed to discover whether
or not consumers are heterogeneous in a
discrete way based on data on a number
of variables: eg behaviours, attitudinal
statements, life-style variables, values, needs,
etc. The choice of variables in and of itself
is an important step mainly driven by business
considerations. For example, if product
development is a key objective, the firm
may want to ask about unmet needs and
behaviours. Once the firm has data on a set
of variables, clustering methods are applied
to determine whether consumers differ on
these variables. Clustering and related methods
have long been the workhorses for commercial
market segmentation.2 In practice, the most
often used methods, K-means and hierarchical
clustering, have several unappealing features3,4
and can be used only for continuous variables
(eg ratio or interval scaled variables) but not for
categorical variables.5,6 Several developments
are offering an alternative to these popular
methods.
First, latent class analysis methods have
become somewhat popular, and represent a
statistical model-based alternative to clustering.
This approach can handle categorical data.
Secondly, the k-modes approach, an
extension of the K-means approach, has been
proposed to handle categorical or mixed
variable type data.7–9
Thirdly, ensemble methods10 have
become available. They combine multiple
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cluster solutions to arrive at a new, and
hopefully better, solution. The notion is
that by combining over multiple solutions
one can increase the stability and quality
of the cluster solution. Ensemble methods
have been shown to produce more accurate
solutions than K-means or hierarchical
clustering algorithms.11,12 For example, a
user might generate a number of K-means
solutions, a number of hierarchical cluster
solutions and then combine these solutions
into a new ensemble solution. The field
of ensemble analysis is an emerging field,
and little is known about the precise
conditions that will lead to a better final
solution.
Fourthly, the identification and use of
so-called core-cluster members13 has gained
some traction in commercial applications.
The idea here is that one can increase the
validity of the solution by using only those
classified members for which we can claim
segment membership with confidence: ie
we distinguish between members that are
close to the centre of the clusters (segments)
and those more at the fringe of a given
cluster. The use of core members has two
steps: (1) we generate a cluster solution;
(2) we determine which members are core
and which are not, and only use the core
members to interpret the cluster solutions.
The main motivation is to ignore uncertain
classification and focus on certainty. We
distinguish between members who have a
high likelihood of belonging to the cluster
and those who are at the fringe and have a
lower probability of belonging to the cluster
in which they were classified.
Fifthly, SPSS14,15 have introduced a new
approach referred to as ‘twostep cluster
analysis’. It has the ability to handle mixed
variable data and automatically selects an
optimal number of clusters. It can be viewed
as a combination of K-means and hierarchical
clustering. SPSS twostep starts with a fast
pre-clustering (K-means-like) approach to
create sub-clusters and then in a second stage
uses the hierarchical approach.16
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There are several pieces of evidence
missing in the literature that we believe
would be good for practitioners to know:
1. There have been, to our knowledge, no
direct comparisons between ensemble
methods and latent class methods. Knowing
this is important, as ensemble methods
involve an extra step in the clustering process.
2. Ensemble solutions can be created in various
ways. In most cases we see K-means
being used to create the ensemble. We
would expect better results by using
latent class analysis or K-modes given that
the input data to an ensemble are a set of
cluster solutions and hence the input data
are categorical.
3. There are only a few papers that have
made the comparison between K-means
and latent class, so the body of evidence
as to what works and when is still fairly
thin. K-means and latent class were
compared on simulated data with continuous
variables only.17 The latent class model
resulted in a misclassification rate of
1.3 per cent, whereas K-means resulted
in a 5 per cent misclassification rate.
Especially little is known about the
relative performance of these methods
in situations where we have a mix of
continuous and categorical variables, and
it is important to know if latent class truly
works better in such cases.
4. The core paradigm can be applied
on any clustering method, but in the
studies where this approach worked well
it was used only on K-means solutions
in unpublished commercial studies. We
do not know how the core-member
approach performs across a variety of data
situations and whether it would improve
latent class or ensemble solutions.
5. There are two studies that have
investigated SPSS twostep.5 A first study
based on two continuous variables, and
five clusters of equal size,18 found that
SPSS twostep is able to recover the true
segments with 100 per cent accuracy,

whereas K-means only achieves a
success rate of 56 per cent. A second
study included a mix of continuous and
categorical variables.5 Some of their
simulated segments were overlapping,
as they considered these more realistic.
SPSS twostep performs well in the
case where all variables are continuous,
consistent with the first study.18 When
the segments were not well separated, the
approach did poorly, unable to detect
the correct number of segments. In the
mixed variable data situations, SPSS
twostep performed poorly as well. Given
the popularity of SPSS it would be good to
know whether or not the use of this
approach is well justified or not.
In this paper we investigate the five issues
using simulated data sets. The methods are
being evaluated on their ability to identify
the correct number of segments, hit rates
and reproducibility rates.
SIMULATION STUDY
Methods compared
We compare the following methods:
K-means (KM), SPSS twostep clustering,
latent class analysis (LCA), K-means
ensemble (KM-E), K-modes ensemble
(KMO-E) and latent class ensemble
(LCA-E). We also looked at how the use
of core members would improve solutions
using the cluster uncertainty approach.19
All approaches have been described in
the literature and hence are not described
here. We only summarise the specifics of
how we implemented each approach. As
mentioned in the beginning, most methods
can be implemented in a variety of ways.
To be able to interpret our results we briefly
outline in the following how each method
was run.
Apart from the twostep approach,
which is run within SPSS, all methods
were implemented in the R programming
language using existing R-modules. KM is
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Figure 1: Visual illustration of using core segment membership

implemented through the kmeans R-routine
included in the stat programming package.
Latent class analysis is implemented using
the R package mclust. Ensemble analysis
was run by combining all LCA runs and the
most reproducible KM runs via the indicator
matrix method. This implementation is
similar to the approach used by Sawtooth
Software.12 Once combined, the (simulated)
respondents were classified via KM or LCA.
We refer to these methods as KM ensemble
(KM-E) and LCA ensemble (LCA-E). Note
that this refers to the method used to
build the ensemble and not to the input
solutions that are combined in the ensemble
analysis. In each ensemble implementation we
combine a variety of KM and LCA solutions.20
To implement the core approach we
calculated for every classified respondent,
the distance to all cluster centers. Intuitively,
members belong to the uncertainty core
group if they lie close to one cluster centre
and far from all others. To calculate for a
member, find the distance to all other cluster
centres. If the distance from the member’s
assigned cluster centre is nearly the same
as another cluster centre, this member is

4

uncertain and does not belong in the core.
To assign the core group, we delete 20 per
cent of members that are most uncertain
in this way. Figure 1 illustrates visually the
effects of looking at core segment members.
Evaluation approaches
We compare these methods on the following
metrics.
Hit rates: This is a direct comparison to
the true cluster solution, which gives an
objective way to gauge how the various
approaches are performing relative to each
other. Hit rates are calculated through the
adjusted Rand index.21,22
In a commercial application we do not
know the true clusters of course. In fact, we
do not even know whether or not there are
any clusters. Instead we use statistics that can
help us to determine the optimal number
of clusters. That is, statistical measurements
are used to guide the choice of the correct
number of clusters. The metrics that we use
include the following.
Reproducibility rates: For KM, KM-E,
KMO-E and LCA-E, these are calculated
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as in the Sawtooth’s CCA technical paper.23
For KM we calculated the reproducibility
rate by replicating each cluster solution
ten times using different initialisations (80
runs in total for each method). For a given
number of clusters, all ten runs are compared
to each other to determine how consistent
they are. If the ten runs agree, then the
reproducibility is high. For LCA we use a
bootstrap approach so we can calculate
reproducibility rates.24 The mclust module
that is used to run LCA always produces
the same result for a given cluster size, so
we used bootstrapping (accomplished by
random sampling of the original data set
with replacement) as an alternative. These
samples were appended to the original data
set. For example, a data set of size 1,000
was sampled 1,000 times. Appending these
samples to the original set gives a sample
of size 2,000. LCA was then run on this
data, and the results were kept only for the
original 1,000 data points. This allows a
way to produce ten distinct LCA clustering
solutions for each cluster size 2–9, producing
80 total LCA runs and reproducibility rates
are calculated as above.
The GAP statistic: This statistic looks
at the statistical difference between the
clustering results and a completely random
data set. A bigger difference indicates that
the clustering result has a clearer statistical
pattern. The GAP statistic outperforms many
other approaches in estimating the number
of clusters for KM.25 It also has the ability to
identify one cluster solution, ie the situation
where the data should not be clustered at all,
but can only be used for numerical data.
BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion)26:
The BIC statistic is based on maximum
likelihood estimate and adds a penalty term
to prevent overfitting. Models with a lower
BIC number indicate a better fit of the data.
BIC was used only for the LCA results in
the mixed variable case.
Each of these metrics were calculated
for a 2–9 cluster solution. The results were
plotted and through visual inspection we

identified the most likely true segmentation
solution. We used three summary statistics
to compare the performance of the various
methods on three practically relevant criteria:
1. 100 per cent success rate (SR100): This is
the percentage of times across the six data
sets that a method uniquely correctly
identified the correct number of clusters.
For example, Figure 2a shows the BIC
values across the 2–9 cluster solutions. It
clearly indicates only one cluster solution
as the best cluster solution: the 3 cluster
solution (because reproducibility is at the
highest level there).
2. Practical success rate (PSR): In practice it is
very common to investigate multiple cluster
solutions and use other (non-statistical)
criteria to select the optimal cluster
solution for a firm such as managerial
usefulness. See Figure 1b for an example
(showing K-means reproducibility rates
for the 2–9 K-means solutions). As this
figure shows, several cluster solutions
have more or less equal reproducibility
levels and would be candidates for the
best cluster solution as they both have
higher reproducibility rates than other
cluster solutions. One of these solutions
is the true solution, and given that in
a practical situation these will probably
both be reviewed we refer to this as the
practical success rate.
3. Failure rate (FR): In some cases a metric will
uniquely point to a ‘best’ cluster solution
for what is actually an incorrect cluster
solution. See Figure 1c for an example
showing the results for reproducibility
across the 2–9 cluster solutions for the
K-means ensemble. It shows the 2-cluster
solution as uniquely the best cluster solution,
only it is the wrong solution.
Description of the simulated data
We created six simulated data sets using
continuous variables only and we created
three simulated data sets using a mix of
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Figure 2: (a) Unique identification of correct number of segments using reproducibility values; (b) The correct
number of segments is among the likely candidates; (c) Results point uniquely to the incorrect number of
segments (true number of segments is 3 in the example)
Note: LCA, latent class analysis.

continuous and categorical variables. Each
data set was generated using ten variables.
The factors and levels in which the data
sets differ are shown in Table 1. The mean
(or median) values of the ten variables are
shown in Table 2a,b.

For the first three data sets, data were
generated from three predetermined
segment means with no overlap on the
means (Table 2a). We generated 1,000
simulated respondents by drawing from a
normal distribution with the above means

Table 1: Features of the simulated data sets (N = 1,000)
Data
sets
1

Type of variables

Standard
deviation

Overlapping
means

No. of true
segments

True segment sizes

Continuous only

2 and 2.5

No

3

100, 300, 600

2

Continuous only

2 and 2.5

No

3

200, 300, 500

3

Continuous only

2 and 2.5

No

3

333, 333, 333

4

Continuous only

1.5 and 2.5

Yes (low)

3

100, 300, 600

5

Continuous only

1.5 and 2.5

Yes (high)

3

600, 300, 100

6

Continuous only

3 and 4

Yes

6

300, 50, 100, 200, 150, 200

7

Mix: 50%/50%

3 and 4

No

3

200, 300, 500

8

Mix: 30%/70%

3 and 4

No

3

200, 300, 500

9

Mix: 70%/30%

3 and 4

No

3

200, 300, 500
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Table 2a: Means of the continuous segmentation variables
Means of the 10 variables by segment
Data sets 1–3
Segment 1

Variable 1

Variable 2

Variable 3

Variable 4

Variable 5

Variable 6

Variable 7

Variable 8

Variable 9

Variable 10

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

Segment 2

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

Segment 3

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3
Variable 10

Datasets 4–5

Variable 1

Variable 2

Variable 3

Variable 4

Variable 5

Variable 6

Variable 7

Variable 8

Variable 9

Segment 1

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

Segment 2

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

Segment 3

2

2

1

1

3

3

2

2

1

1

Data set 6

Variable 1

Variable 2

Variable 3

Variable 4

Variable 5

Variable 6

Variable 7

Variable 8

Variable 9

Variable 10

Segment 1

6

4

4

1

10

4

6

1

7

1

Segment 2

4

5

8

5

5

8

7

3

5

2

Segment 3

10

4

4

2

5

10

7

3

4

8

Segment 4

5

2

2

8

8

5

2

4

3

1

Segment 5

2

3

4

9

2

5

5

10

4

10

Segment 6

2

5

10

6

7

10

9

9

3

4

Table 2b: Median and mean values of the categorical/continuous segmentation variables
Median Values
Data sets 7–9

Variable 1

Variable 2

Variable 3

Variable 4

Variable 5

Variable 6

Variable 7

Variable 8

Segment 1

2

4

6

8

10

10

8

6

4

2

Segment 2

9

7

5

3

1

1

3

5

7

9

Segment 3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

with standard deviations of 2 and 2.5
(representing a low and high error condition).
For these data sets, group population sizes
were varied in the following way:
●
●
●

data set 1: S1 = 100, S2 = 300 and S3 = 600
data set 2: S1 = 200, S2 = 300 and S3 = 500
data set 3: S1 = 333, S2 = 333 and S3 = 333

For data sets 4 and 5 we generated 1,000
simulated respondents by drawing from a
normal distribution with the ten variable
means and standard deviations of 1.5 (low)
or 2.5 (high). The group population sizes
were varied as follows:
●
●

data set 4: S1 = 100, S2 = 300 and S3 = 600
data set 5: S1 = 600, S2 = 300 and S3 = 100

For data set 6 we generated 1,000 simulated
respondents by using standard deviations of
3 (low) and 4 (high). Group population sizes
were varied in the following way: N = 300

8

Variable 9 Variable 10

for cluster 1, N = 50 for cluster 2, N = 100
for cluster 3, N = 200 for cluster 4, N = 150
for cluster 5 and N = 200 for cluster 6.
For data sets 7–9 with a mixture of
continuous and categorical variables, data
were generated as follows. First, continuous
data were artificially generated from six
predetermined group means (similar to the
continuous data sets). We simulated 1,000
respondents by drawing first from a normal
distribution with standard deviations of
3 (low) or 4 (high). Group population sizes
were varied by segment: N = 200 for cluster
one, N = 300 for cluster two and N = 500
for cluster three. Once continuous data
were created, a portion of the variables were
rounded to the nearest integer to create
categorical data. The mixing proportions
were as shown in Table 2. Table 2b
gives the median values and distinguishes
continuous from categorical data.
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Table 3: Mean hit rates for true segments
Low error data set
Mean rate

KM

KM-Core

LCA

LCA Core

KM-Ea

KM-E Core

KMO-E

KMO-E Core

LCA-E

LCA-E Core

SPSS 2-Step

35.2%

53.7%

53%

59%

50.3%

60.2%

49.3%

60%

49.8%

56%

43.8%

35%

29.3%

33%

21.3%

High error data set
Mean rate

24.6%

31.3%

29.8%

33%

27.8%

35.2%

28%

Note: aThe K-means ensemble was run with a combination of K-means and latent class solutions. If we run the K-means ensemble without the
latent class solutions the hit rate results (mean rate = 46%) are very similar to the ensemble built including latent class solutions.

RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA WITH
CONTINUOUS VARIABLES
The hit rates for the correct number of
clusters for both the low and high error
conditions are shown in Table 3. First, the
results show that the ensemble approaches
perform best, followed by the LCA core and
LCA approaches. Secondly, adding the core
element improves the overall performance
where it was added. Three, the KMO-E
approach does not improve over the simpler
KM-E approach. In the high error condition,
KM-E core and KMO-E core methods
perform best, followed by LCA and LCA-E.
The core element again improves the quality
of the solution substantially. There is one
additional surprising result: the SPSS twostep
method does poorly in this high-error condition.
Next we compare the different solutions
on reproducibility rates (Table 4). First, we
note that if we compare Table 4 with Table 3
we see that reproducibility of a solution can
be higher even if the hit rate of that solution
is the same and vice versa. For example, KM
only recovers 35 per cent of the true segments
relative to LCA’s 53 per cent yet its
reproducibility is higher (98 per cent versus
91 per cent). Overall, in both the low and
high error condition all methods perform
(very) well.

Of course, in data sets based on real
observations we do not know the true
number of clusters. Instead, we have to rely
on statistics to help us find the most likely
cluster solution. For all methods, except
SPSS twostep, we ran two to nine cluster
solutions. We compared these solutions on
statistical metrics one would use in practice
to determine the optimal number of clusters.
We used the GAP statistic for all methods
except the LCA and SPSS twostep. The
GAP statistic is a well-known metric that
is suitable for situations where we have
continuous variables (it is not well suited to
mixed variable situations). Also, the GAP
statistic is not the best metric for latent class
solutions so we use the BIC metric instead,
which is a popular statistic in mixture
models.26 SPSS twostep arrives automatically
at the optimal number of clusters, so we
cannot compare across different solutions.
The results of these analyses are shown in
Table 5 for both the high and low standard
deviation conditions.
Table 5 shows that LCA is the best
overall method in the low error condition,
followed by KM-E and KMO-E. All,
except SPSS twostep, have very high PSR
rates (the percentage of times the method
has the correct number of segments among

Table 4: Reproducibility rates for true segments (continuous data)
Low error
KM

LCA (bootstrap)

KM-E

KMO-E

LCA-E

Mean rate (across six data sets)

98.5%

91.5%

95%

80.5%

87%

Mean rate (across six data sets)

89%

95%

74%

85.5%

High error
72%
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Table 5: True segment identification (using statistics best suitable given method)
Low error data set
KM

LCA

KM-Eb

KMO-E

LCA-E

SPSS twostep

R/GAP

BIC/GAP

R/GAP

R/GAP

R/GAP

Automatic

33%

58%

49.5%

49.5%

41%

33%

100%

100%

91.5.%

91.5%

100%

33%

FR

0%

0%

8%

8%

0%

66%

SR100a

24.5

24.5

33%

16%

33%

33%

100%

91.5%

91.5%

50%

74.5%

66%

0%

8%

8%

50%

24.5%

33%

SR100

a

b

PSR

High error data set
PSR
FR

Notes: a1 = solution uniquely identifies correct segment. 2 = solution identifies the correct solution among a set of
solution that could be all feasible. 3 = solution uniquely identifies the incorrect solution. SR100: the percentage
solution fully and uniquely identifies the correct number of segments. PSR: the percentage of times method has
the correct number of segments among the likely candidates. FR: failure rate, the percentage of times the method
convincingly points to the incorrect number of segments.
For all methods except SPSS two step we used the reproducibility numbers and the GAP statistic across
different segment solutions.
b
The K-means ensemble solution was run with a combination of K-means and latent class solutions. If we run
the K-means ensemble without the latent class solutions the ability to identify true segments as measured by
SR100 should be 49.5% (low error condition) and 50% (high error condition) which are both slightly better.

the likely candidates). SPSS twostep is the
worst, as it achieves the lowest PSR and
the highest failure rate (FR; 66 per cent). In
the high error condition KM-E is the best
performer in terms of SR100. The LCA and
KM methods are second best. The LCA and
ensemble methods are second best.
RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA WITH
MIXED VARIABLE TYPE DATA
Table 6 shows the hit rates for the correct
number of clusters for the three data sets
with categorical variables for both low and
high error conditions. As expected, the
performance of KM is now poor, but, very

interestingly, the KMO-E performance is
very good. This is a nice proof point for the
claim that the ensemble really can improve
a solution if the input solutions are low
quality. The best overall performance is by
KM-E core, followed by KMO-E core and
then LCA-E core. These methods, including
LCA, all outperform KM very dramatically.
Interestingly, performance of LCA is not
better than the KM-E method. Due to the
extremely good performance of LCA we
wondered if KM-E would still do well even
if LCA was not one of its input solutions.
To test this, KM-E was run on only KM
inputs, and the results were poor, similar
to the above KM results. This tells us two

Table 6: Raw hit rates for true segments for mixed data
Low error data set
KM
Mean rate 21.6%

KM Core

LCA

27%

61.7%

LCA Core KM-E
65.4%

59%

KM-E Core KMO-E KMO-E Core LCA-E LCA-E Core
77.3%

65.7%

SPSS twostep

75.3%

64%

69%

43%

53.6%

47.3%

51%

Fail (in all three
data sets)

High error data set
Mean rate 10.3%

13.3%

47.3%

51.4%

48.3%

54.6%

47.3%

Note: The K-means ensemble was run with a combination of K-means and latent class solutions. If we run the K-means ensemble without
the latent class solutions the hit rates for KM-E drops to 22.3 in the low error condition to 11 in the high error condition.
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Table 7: Reproducibility rates for true segment solution
Low error data sets
Mean rate

KM

LCA Bootstrap

KM-E

KMO-E

LCA-E

91%

96%

89%

87%

87%

82%

85%

High error data sets
Mean rate

93%

82%

100%

things: (1) it helps to create an ensemble
and (2) it helps if the ensemble includes a
good input solution. SPSS twostep performs
reasonable well, although not as well as LCA,
but a lot better than KM. SPSS twostep
breaks down in the high error condition.
Table 7 presents the raw reproducibility
rates. All methods perform very well.
Next, we compare the various methods in
terms of their ability to identify the correct
number of clusters. We use the metrics
reproducibility, BIC and bootstrap. GAP
was not used for these data sets as the GAP
statistic was developed for continuous data.
The results are shown in Table 8.
In the low error condition LCA
outperforms the other methods: yielding the
best results in terms of SR100 and in terms
of PSR (though the BIC statistic identifies the
incorrect number of clusters in one data set).
The ensemble methods perform second best,

and KMO-E does very well in the low
error condition. KM does not perform
well in the low error condition but achieves
a 100 per cent PSR in the high error
condition. We need to note, however, that
KM only classifies fewer than 25 per cent of
the units correctly. This means that even
if the number of clusters is identified correctly,
the identified segments will probably have
the incorrect profile. Interestingly, the use of
core members can really mitigate this and
get the hit rates up to a level that is equal
to or better than the LCA hit rates. SPSS
twostep performs as well as the KM approach.
In the high error condition the latent
class approach performs best, followed by
KM-E. The SPSS twostep approach breaks
down completely. We note that the solid
performance of KM-E is likely caused by the
inclusion of LCA in the ensemble as without
it the SR100 drops to 0 per cent.

Table 8: True segment identification (using statistics best suitable given method)
Low error data sets
Data sets
SR100

a

PSR
FR

KM

LCA

R

BIC

KM-Eb

KMO-E

LCA-E

R

SPSS twostep
Automatic

0%

66%

33%

33%

0%

0%

100%

100%

66%

100%

100%

100%

0%

0%

33%

0%

0%

0%

High error data sets
SR100a

33%

66%

66%

33%

33%

0%

PSR

100%

100%

100%

66%

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

33%

0%

100%

FR

Notes: a1 = solution uniquely identifies correct segment, 2=solution identifies the correct solution among a set of solutions
that could all be feasible, and 3 = solution uniquely identifies the incorrect solution. SR100: the percentage solution
fully and uniquely identifies the correct number of segments. PSR: the percentage of times method has the correct
number of segments among the likely candidates. FR: failure rate, the percentage of times the method convincingly
points to the incorrect number of segments.
b
The K-means ensemble was run with a combination of K-means and latent class solutions. If we run the K-means
ensemble without the latent class solutions the ability to identify the true segments for SR100 = 0% and for
PSR = 100%, which is somewhat comparable.
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DISCUSSION
The reality of segmentation analytics is
not always guided by best practices. Our
paper aims to address one particular part
by showing which clustering approaches
are most likely to uncover valid and more
usable segmentation insights from one’s
analytical efforts. We set out to answer a
number of practical questions. First, to our
knowledge no empirical evidence exists that
has compared state-of-the art LCA methods
with the relative new approaches that
have emerged from the machine learning
field such as ensemble analysis. Secondly,
ensembles can be created via KM, KMO and
LCA, and we set out to understand which
of these would be better. Thirdly, a relative
new approach, called the core approach,
has emerged from practical research and has
been applied with commercial success, but
no systematic study for this approach has
existed until now. Even though both KM
and LCA approaches have been around for
quite a while, surprisingly few systematic
empirical comparisons are available. We
believe this may have been one of the
reasons why KM has remained so popular
in commercial practice — it is fast, easy to
run and believed good enough.
Our study reveals a number of interesting
findings. First, overall, LCA performs better
than the other approaches. It performs
better than KM, and in mixed variable
situations it performs a lot better than KM,
especially in terms of identifying the correct
cluster members (Table 6). This finding
is consistent and extends the findings of
previous research. LCA also outperforms the
ensemble approaches in most of the analyses
in this study. Second, our results with
respect to the various ensemble solutions are
mixed. We recommend ensemble analysis,
although KM-E and KMO-E seem to
perform better than LCA-E. Thirdly, the
core method does not help in determining
the correct number of segments but it does
indeed help in improving the percentage of

12

units that are allocated to the right cluster.
This is an especially attractive feature in
business applications where the clusters
(segments) are often profiled further. The
impact is dramatic in the mixed variable
cases for KM. Hence, we recommend
adopting this approach. Fourthly, SPSS
twostep needs to be used with some
caution. In the case where we have only
continuous variables this approach had the
highest average failure rate. In the mixed
variable case in the high error condition it
completely fails.
The various methods discussed in this
paper differ not only in terms of analytical
performance but also in complexity,
required implementation time and the
availability of easy-to-use software. KM
and SPSS twostep are easiest to use (being
part of an easy-to-use software package and
less complex than the other alternatives),
but decisions need to be made such as
whether or not to standardise the clustering
variables. Latent class requires a specific
software package like Latent Gold27 or R.
The analyses in both cases will proceed
fairly quickly, and latent class handles mixed
variable situations well and does not require
any pre-standardisation of the data. For
bigger data sets, however, the analysis will
take substantially longer than KM. The use
of the core method requires an extra step
and as such will be more time-consuming,
but the additional step is a simple one and
does not materially add to the complexity
of the analysis. Ensemble analysis requires
specific software (eg R or Sawtooth
Software’s CCEA package), which also adds
to the complexity as one not only needs to
decide on the input variables but also on
what input solutions to use for the ensemble:
this adds time and complexity.
There are several areas suitable for further
research. First, throughout our comparison
we have assumed that we know the true
variables on which the clusters are defined
and that this set is the same across segments.
In real applications we do not know the set
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of variables on which the segments can best
be identified, or whether this set is consistent
across segments. It is not uncommon to
have dozens of potential variables, many of
which may be correlated. Recently, some
attempts have been made to address this
analytical challenge.28 It will be particularly
interesting to know if it is in this area that
ensemble methods could offer a unique
contribution. Secondly, ensemble methods
can potentially have a big advantage when
we are dealing with different segmentation
bases, eg needs, behaviours and life style.
In such cases we can run cluster analysis on
each of these bases and then use ensemble
to combine the various solutions. We have
done so in a number of commercial studies.
It would be useful to demonstrate how
well this works vis-à-vis just running one
overall analysis. Thirdly, the performance
of ensemble methods was shown to be very
sensitive to the input solution. This is an
area that warrants further research. We leave
these topics for further research.
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